Florida gator attacks golfer in Cocoa Beach

COCOA BEACH, Fla. — And you thought the hazards at your local course were nasty. An 18-year-old golfer was hospitalized recently after being bit by an 8-foot-long 300-pound alligator named Stubby that prowled a pond at the Cocoa Beach Country Club's River Course.

Michael Gordon Watson of Cocoa Beach was apparently combing the pond on the River Course's sixth hole for extra golf balls with a friend when Stubby attacked. It's thought that Watson was searching an area that may have been in the alligator's feeding den. The alligator, who was well known at the course, tried to drag Watson under 4 feet of water. Watson was pulled to safety by his friend, Jason Balazs, who helped fight off the gator. Watson received bites on his left arm and both legs.

The attack on Watson is the second in Brevard County in 1995 and a frightening reminder that alligators, who are often regulars at Florida golf courses, cannot be taken for granted. Officials estimate there are one or two alligators in each of the 17 ponds on the Cocoa Beach course alone.

Alabama course could be classroom

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — PGA Senior Tour star Chi Chi Rodriguez and his Youth Foundation are looking at Birmingham as a possible site for an unusual school for disadvantaged children.

The school combines typical classroom subjects with hands-on learning experiences on a working golf course that would be built as part of the school.

Students at the school would learn biology and chemistry using the golf course as a classroom and laboratory.

"Your Office May Have a View. Mine Is the View."

LEGACY SERIES IRRIGATION.

The First and Only Company Totally Dedicated to the Art & Science of Golf Irrigation.

"Welcome to my 12.6 million sq. ft. office!"

The game. The great outdoors. There's nothing better than working in the golf industry. Pity the guys who spend their whole adult lives struggling for an office with a view. The smell of freshly cut grass. The cool morning air. And you don't even have to wear a tie. It's unique. Challenging. And totally demanding of all the energy and creativity you've got. But, the job satisfaction really kicks in when one summer morning you stand on the first tee box, drinking in every detail, and you say to yourself, "It's ready. The course looks incredible. Let the tournament begin!"

At Legacy, we realize golf irrigation is more than just sprinklers, valves and controllers.

To discipline the forces of nature to produce a beautiful golf course is a sheer act of the will. There's no easy way out. And, more than anything, you need the right tools to get the job done. That's what Legacy Series Irrigation is all about. Knowing what it takes to make a golf course great, we've dedicated ourselves to building a golf irrigation company to provide you the highest-quality irrigation products—and so much more! We've philosophically and tactically structured Legacy completely around you, the Golf Irrigation Professional, and what you truly need to make your course the best it can be.

The Golf Irrigation Company.
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Fla. city treated kindly in treated water settlement

OCALA, Fla. — The city of Ocala will get nearly $2.2 million in a legal settlement from consultants who helped design a faulty system to spray treated sewage on the city-owned Pine Oaks Golf Course.

The out-of-court settlement caps eight years of litigation between the city and its main engineering consultant, Boyle Engineering Corp. of Irvine, Calif.

Hired by the city in 1982, Boyle designed a system to use the courses with treated wastewater. Boyle determined the golf course could handle 2.46 million gallons of treated sewage a day. Instead, tests determined the 27-hole facility could handle only 600,000 to 700,000 gallons daily. As a result the city had to create a 40-acre spray field near the course to handle the overflow.

Boyle will pay $1.7 million of the $2.2 million settlement. The remainder will be paid by different engineering firms and architects.